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CHAP11 I 
INTRODUCTI 
I was sitting in a railroad station in Chicago early one 
winter morning as thousands of men and women poured in,to the 
city from their homes in the suburbs. Tho 1 had never been 
t ere before, the scene looked strangely familiar. 1 realized that 
I had seen it many times before in the artwork of lbert Giacometti. 
Giacometti portrayed people at a distance -- distant from the 
viewer and distant from each other, even in the midst of a crowd. 
ometti artistically portrayed the concept of alienation. 
I wondered how many of these men and women lived daily with 
what Giacometti had portrayed, and about which arx wrote over a 
cent ry ago. I wondered how many of them had given themselves 
tu their employers so that now they have no control over the 
products of their labor. 1 wondered how many worked only to 
satisfy the basic "animal" needs of man -- hunger and shelter. 
I wonder how many suffered from what John Schaar called "the 
sickness of modern man."1 
lienation, the sickness of modern man, is no longer a 
erely theoretical issue. It has come to affect man and women 
o the popular l.vel through the novels they read the ll!ovies 
t ey view, and the economic conditions w~ich dominate their lives. 
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F 
obert Tucker describes the alienated man thus: 
The self-alienated wan is a being who has lost himself. 
Devoid of all spontaneity, all sense of self-determination 
in action, and all joy in living, he bas grown quite 
depersonalized. To such an extent bas be become a stranger 
to himself that ~is own energies and activities seem to 
him to belong not to himself but to an alien power that 
holds sway over him, and all that he does at the bidding 
of this power. All the activity is alienated labor. Ye~ 
t hi 8 est ran g e me n t fro III him s elf i s not yet t 0 t,a 1. Ii' 0 r he 
resents the state to which he has come. he recognizes it 
as wrong. evil, unnatural, a dehumaniz*d condition. He 
wants to emancipate himself from it, to r!possess his 
energies and activity, to regain himself. 
Erich Fromm, who borr~wed heavily froill Marx in forming his 
theory of alienation, says that ~arx never developed a complete 
psychopathology of alienation, but gave fundamental principles 
w hie h c 0 u I d Ie ad t 0 3 such a conclusion. 
The essence of this concept which was first developed 
by Hegel, is that the world (nature things, others, and he 
himself) have become alien to man. e does not experience 
himself as the subject of his own acts, as a thinking, 
feeling. loving person, but he experiences himself only 
in the things he has created, as the object of the externalized 
manifestations of his power. e is in touch w~t~.himself. 4 
only by surrendering hiwself to the products 01. nlS creatIon. 
The alienated man perceives hilllself as having no inherent 
m ing, but as having meaniug only as the products of his labor 
reflect what he is. lie sees himself as thuu looking in a 
mirror. e appears as au object which can be observed externally, 
not as a subject or ego which consciously serves as mediator 
between self and reality. 
This objectification is very natural. e perceive others 
as objects and they perceive us as objects. but this does not 
negate the reali of our being essentially subjects. 'I'h e 
p 
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objectification is undesirable when tithe actor fils to perceive 
a positive interdependence between himself and social relation-
sips or . • •• • H 5 other obJectlflcatlons. This failuve to find good 
i the natural objectifications is tue state of alienation. 
This definition of alienation does not wean that a person 
8t perceive himself as alienated in order fur the term to apply. 
The definition only requires a recognition thut there are objec-
tifications and that their existence makes no positive contribution 
t the life of the person who experiences the objectifications. 
A man may be alienated in ~o ways: when he perceives no 
po sit i v ere a son for the 0 b j e c t i f i cat ion site see's 0 f h i lil S elf 
(self-estrangement) and when he perceives no positive relation 
between himself and the objectifications of the external world 
The alienated person often perceives tbe objectified external 
world as being a unified, organized effort against uiw personally. 
This paranoia is often directed against society as a wbole, since 
the alienated reality seems coextensive wit;h so(;iety. r 18 may 
Ie to many neuroses which ~fect men in the 
In the first major section of this study 
b 
mode n world. 
1 will seel;: t 
examine the contributions of Karl karx to the theory of alienation. 
rx began his theory of alienation lly an analysis of Hegel's 
c ntribution to alienation theory. Uis studies of capitalist 
economic systems led him to what he believed was t e root of all 
lienation, including tne religious. 
The more the worker exerts himself, the more powerful 
becomes the alienated objective worlti Which he fashions 
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against himself, the poorer he and his iuner world become, 
the less there is that be ongs to ~d!l1. It is the same in 
eligion. The morc 7 man attributes to God the less he 
retains in himself. 
t is true that economic alienation precedes religious 
objective-historical alienation, out ttle conquest of 
alienation as a whole must begin with the understanding 
of religious alienati8n. that is with the ath istic 
critique of reI ion. 
eligious alienation is an idea wuic~ ~arx borlowed from 
euerbach. It happens when a person takes all his essentia ly 
istinctively human qualities and attributes them to his 
god" The man finds himself weak and destitute in direct 
PI' ortioD to the strength and glory he gives tu his god. 
en t e benefits of this self-objectification are not seen or 
i e benefits are seen as inferior to the loss in human 
c racter, then the uw.n is alienate 
While many writers claim with euerbach that religion causes 
ienation, this writer will argue that atheism accentuates 
a] enation and that any adequate solution to alienation must 
i ell! e correct perception of a person s relationships to reality 
inc uding the iafinite, personal LTod who exists in reality. If 
LTo exists, then atheism causes a person to fail to fi d positive 
reasons for whatever objectifications of self he may experience. 
Thus atheism accentuates alienation, rather than ailling in provi iug 
a solution. 
The second section deals with other solutions to alienation 
b seupon an atheistic world view by twentieth ce tury men who 
...... --------------------------------------
p 
~, 
h framed their concepts of lien tiou in recognition of, an 
occasional reliance upon. Marx. These iHclude i c h }' r 0 mill , 
e bert arcuse, and Jean-Panl artre, The third part shows 
ious solutions offered frow a theistic world view. Alliong 
t se are e gel v s sol uti 0 nan d t [1 e ide a 0 f 11 com Hi u n i as a 
s ti on. orne concluding rewarks will ~e offered iu chapter 
te 
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'I'H EVEL ATH I IN li.iiILL 
any t 11 i ,1 g S can 1 e a d ape r s 0 fl,. t 0 b e c 0 III e a nat i:l e i st. 0 m €i' 
are ath ists simply out of neglect. uthers ~urn away from God 
fter some negative experien.ce. Some, like Marx. become atheists 
after careful thought. 
Marx was not always an atheist. In fact, he descended from 
a long line of Jewish rabbis. In 1815, ahineland, arx1s homeland, 
again became part of Prussia. '1' 11 e n ext yea r }' r i e d ric h \~. i 1 11 elm I I 1 
instituted laws which prevented Jews from many social and professi~nal 
op!!ortunities. Heschel 1vlordechai, a promising young lawyer with 
a rench education, did not hesitate to convert" to Christianity. 
e changed his name to lleinrich Marx. Two years later his S9n 
r1 was born. 1 
At the age of six, Karl Marx was baptized into the Evangelical 
Lutheran Church of russia. He received religious instruction at 
school, but was instructed in the llationalist and llomanticist 
ilosophies of the rench Enlightenment by ,lis libertarian father. 
s part of his graduation requirements frow secondary school, arx 
h to write a treatise on religion. His eS(i§lay "The Union of 
the Faithful with Christ" (1835) showed a very positive attitude 
toward hristianity. 
ur heart, our reason, history itself, and the word of 
Christ, all call to us loudly and decisively that a union 
-7-
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with him is an absolute necessity tUat wi0nout Him we 
cannot attain our goal, that without ~im we are rejected 
by God and t'lat only he can save us.'" 
In -i.' • ",nl s essay Marx also a~firmed the slnful nature of man. 
f curse this was written in 1835, and karx changed his position 
radically after reading Feuerbach's e 
841). Feuerbach provided most of arx's adult views on religion. 
It was euerbach's theory that God as tile ultimate Being does nut 
exist as Christiauity has traditionally understuod. J.Lather, 
e eI'hach believed that man is the embouiment of all the absolute 
virtues and characteristics which man cOlJhJOnly attributed to 
his gods. If God is defined as Utbe absolute and supr,~me beingll, 
and ilian is the absolute and supreme being, then an is God. 
euerbach writes that religion itself believes in uothing 
el e than the truth and divini of human nature ,,3 hen . 
euerbach says that mankind is God, Ii P i Q not 
God is nothing, the Trinity is notl!ing, 
is nothing, etc. I only show tbat they 
the illusions of theology mahe them 
. L!-
but native mysteries of human nature.-
saying that 
and the Word of God 
are not which 
. not foreign, 
rx followed Feuerbach's ideas closely in his young adult years. 
t one point he agr ed with Feuerbach on the divinity of human 
n ure when he wrote, "Christ is the Lediator on whom ilian 
unburdens all own 5 
rhe two greatest influences on marx's intellectual life 
were Feuerbach and egel. From FeuerLach ~arx touk many of his 
Views on .ligion. From Hegel arx took the concept of alienation 
and t~e dialectical methodology. 
~~ .. ----------------------------... 
r 
leg e 1 u n d e r s too d God a s t i1 e s u i.l j e c t 0 fbi st 0 r y fro III w h ) III 
t e finite order was alienated wtlen contrasted with is infinity. 
is ry is the process by w ich God reconciles all things to 
hi self, arx did not include egel's c0ucept of the Absolute 
pirit because he believed that all real su~jects have form and 
are finite, A subject is what is cOlllillonly known as the go '11 It 
serves as the conscious mediator between the self and ottler 
re J ty. Marx agreed with e u e r b a c 11 t i.1 a t L 11 e Ego was not i ill terial 
(a egel said), but material. "The body in its totality is my 
Ego, my being it8e1f."6 Marx placed matter, in contrast to 
solute pirit, as the driving force behind the historical 
dialectic. fhe dialectic was seen as inherent in man's sensuous 
ac ivity. his labor. and his social practice. istory creates 
, t '~,1 ., .1 I 7 nu n na are, l.ncluul.ng nlan s seuses auu neelS. 
1'r 
w 
arx's main point is tnis, as long as God is enthroned 
as the only SUbstance, agency uud ethical res~onsibility 
in any serious sense are removed frow people. 11is means 
that all real exercise hf agency is God's alone. arx 
believes, however. not only that there is no God but also 
t Ii at b i s tor y i sap roc e s s 0 f tIl e s elf - c rea t ion 0 f III an kin d • 
That is to say, the only intelligent agents in history are 
people, and whatever respoosibili io this process is 
as?ribab~e,cao.be ascr~bed t~ pe?~le.rhe goal oiSall 
thl.S act1v1ty 18 a Soclety 01 self-actIve persons. 
euerbach's provided a theol gic 1 
ework for ~arxvs atheism. In its introduction, e erbach 
es, 
We should nut, as in the case of theology and speculative 
il050 y, make real beings and things into arbitrary signs, 
vehicles, symbols, 0 predic tee of a distinct, transcendent, 
solute, i.e., abstract being; but we should accept and 
llderstand them ill the significance which they have in themselves 
which is identical with their qualities, witb those conditions 
.. ~ .. -------------------------------
l 
to 
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which make t~em what they are:-- tnus only do we obtain 
the key to a real theory and practl.ce. 
lie18 Feuerbach is guilty of the same sin which he attributes 
11 religions. Feuerbach wakes a real being into sowething 
arbitrary as a predicate of an absulute being when he wukes 
de ty a predicate of man whow he elevates to the status of "absolute." 
liis theory is that all religion is a projection. Jlian take s 
his own highest qualities and jlerfections and attributes them to 
ad which is wholly illusory. 8n is alienated because he loses 
cont ct with all his good qualities since he bas given them to an 
ali n being whom he must serve with devotion. rhe wore elaborate 
reonls conception of God, the more he will ~e alien ted. 
ccoruil1g Lo Feuerbach, the true nature of' 1118ukind is divine. 
In it are fOllnd all the absolute perfections of beiug. 
What, then, the nature of man of which be is conscio 8, 
or what constitutes the specific distinction, the proper 
humanity of man? Heason, ill, Affection. 0 a complete 
man belong the power of thought, the power of will, the 
power of affection. Tile power of thought is the light of 
the intellect, the power of the will is the energy of 
character, the power of affection is love. Heason, love, 
force of will, are perfections --- the perfections of the 
hum a n b e i n g - - - nay I m 0 ]>', the y are .;;;;.,;;c:..= . ..::.o.=-~:::.:::...::.. 
o b To will, to love, to tuink are the highest 
powe~s, a~e the a~601ute nature of man as man, and the basis 
of h1s eXlsteoce. 
f reason love, and will are man's chief perfections and 
man's absolute nature, then an alienated man musL come to cowVlete 
reconciliation with aJl his emotional, rational, aud volitional 
cap cities. Elsewhere Feuerbach uawes truth, freedom, justice, 
an love as absolute 11 values. in his solution to alienation, 
rna IS reconciliation to these absolute values is brought about 
-11-
B 
t by his "participation in the progressive constitution of the 
infinite perfection of uruanity as a concrete and complex 
- . t 111.2 totall -yo 
o individual can guarantee the infinity an absolute 
cha aeter of human nature. rUis is only achieved when each 
in ividual acts in unison With the entire Uuman species to isplay 
f · . ,. i-' J'" 13 t 11 e i n~' .1 til t e per f e c t.1 () 11 0 ma n (.l 11 U • rUis goal is achieved 
throu thw comwunal, historical development of waterial, biological, 
ethical, and cultural relationships. 
l' his pro p 0 sed sol uti () n has two m a j () r p r 00 I e lJl s • l!'irst, there 
is no guarantee that the communal development of man's relationships 
will result in truth, freedom, justice, and love. econd; even if 
Lhese values could be bra t a~out. there is no guarantee that they 
wfluld be developed to the perfect degree demanded by Feuerbach's 
theory. If they are not perfected, then the alienated ilian is still 
11 t fully reconciled with his total being. 
l!'euerbach is not completely wrong when Ue says that religion 
is projection. Unfortunately, he is SOHl t1.11ie8 correct. s F'r ill 
pints out, the Israelites in inai proJec~ed a religion when they 
worshipped the golden calf. 1'he Hebrew jJrophets regularly 
seD ned the Jews for using half a tree to build a god while the 
other:half was used for 14 1irewl;·od. Feuerbach's fallacy is in 
aSS U III i n g t hat !l..Q~~ l' eli g ion s c h a l' h C t e -t. i z e religions when he 
jumps from the premise "people proJecL religions" to the conclusion 
"all religion is projection. 
second idea which Marx borrowed frow euerbach is that 
................................... -
~' 
i 
i 
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waD is a species being. Man is separated frow all the animals 
in that he is conscious of himself as a member of the human 
s p c i e san d h e Ips 0 t Ii e rille m b e r s 0 f 1.1 iss p e c i e s . This conscious-
!less 1S part of the essence of every person in the . 15 speCIes. 
e c i e s - b e i n g a lie nat i O!l i son e 0 f ," a r x I s f 0 U l' t Y jJ e s 0 f ali e nat ion 
of man in capitalistic society. 
Like l~euerhach, arx considered himself a materialist. 
Goi g beyond the traditional parameters of the term materialist 
as view of ontology, Marx and Feuerbach used the term to describe 
their empitical epistemology. 
Like Feuerbach before him, ~arx misleadingly a plied to 
a theory of knowledge a label better reserved for theory 
of the substance of stuff or things. turther, tue rootage 
of knowledge in sense perception does not logicall imply 
that the perceptible world ought to 0e cUanged and made more 
humane. hat "is" as a sensuous fact does not imply what 1 tl 
"ought to be. 
astoll and Guddat are correct in the.lr represeHtation of Marx 
a t t11 i s poi n t . A purely empirical or materialist epistemology 
S 0 III only be able to descri~e What actually exists. It should 
not rescribe conditions which are nurmative if the conditions 
do ot actually exist. 
arx sees religion 1n one way as a protest against lienatiol1, 
eligious distress .lS at the same time tne expression 
of real distress aull also the protest agaiust real distress, 
eligion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, t~e neart of 
a he rtless 1 ,orld, just as it is the spirit of spiritless 
conditions. 
Fa example, man may feel powerless in his economic situation. 
owever, if he is a religious man, some sense of power is restored 
to im because he believes he can use his god's ower to I . r,ll. S 
I 
...... ------------------------------
7' 
I 
I 
a, 
I 
I 
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a a tage", This protest, he believes only sel'ves to compound 
t e problem, not to solve it. Therefore auy solution to 
a ien tion iliust inc lude a tuorough anti complete critique of 
re igion, evento the point of affirming atheism as the only 
p ssibility. s such ~arx's solutiou to alienation is essen ially 
atlleistic. 
To abolish religion as the illusory ha piness of the 
eople is to demand tneir real happiness.fhe demand to 
give up illusions about ~he existing state of affairs is 
the demand to give up a st te of aJfai s wi,icil ueeds il1usio 
T e criticism of religion is llleref r in embry the 
c r i tic ism 0 f the val e 0 f tea l' s t Ii e hal 0 0 f W il i chi s rei i g ion . 
The criticism of religion ends with the doctrine that 
the highest being for wau, hence with tbe 
o h t 0 in which may 
enslaved, aeglected, contemptible being.:.. 9 
This type of revolution is H cessary not only to solve 
alienation according to a r x ! s teo r y, u u t top r 0 veil i s v i w 
of' e causes of alienation as well. this is tJecause of l\iarx's 
eo c pt of truth, a r x say s t hat t l' ti t his not a the 0 ret i c a I, lJ -I t 
a r ctieal concern. 
The truth, i.e. L e reality and power, of thought 
ust be demonstrated in pr4ctice. The dispute about the 
actuality or non-actuality of thinking --- thinkin oisolate 
from practice is Jlurely scholastic question. 
Therefore, arx1s solution is inconclusive until relioio 
'" 
is completely abolished, a classless society is established, an 
alienation is made nonexistenL. Unly when ~arx's solution is 
br t into being can his assessment of the causes of lienation 
b ,justified. is theory of aliellation and hence, his atheism, 
are only validated when all the conditions are lHet in r('al life. 
8 
.. ~-----------------------------
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},Iarx recognized that 8.n e.ffective verification of il.is 
critique of religion required an ela~oration and justification 
of its humanist basis. Ihe contention involved in this 
critique, namely that an ai'iirmatiou of Clod as a being 
distinct from and superior to wan is intrinsically alienating, 
rests on the assumption that reality admits of and requires 
an exclusively immanent accompliSillllent of tiuman autonomy 
and fulfillment. Unless this assumptiou or ideal can 
literally be made good the cbarge of alien~fion against 
~eligion would not de definitively proved. -
1 fit can b e s how nth a t ;"[ a r x I sat h e i s tic w 0 rId view can not 
be fully explained materialistically~ then his world view is 
self-contradictory. 
In his writings prior to 1848, tbe young aLX admits the 
existence of moral principles. Certain things, like exploitatiou 
an censorslJip, a:re lllorally wrong. in bis "Commeuts on the Latest 
russian Censorship Instruction" (lg43), the young ,harx blames 
the russian censors for killing mor lity, even though they cl i eo 
to censor only those things which were ffensive to morality. 
Ii nth e ill 0 I' a I val u e s 0 f the c ens 0 I' S are mad e t 11 est and a r d by wit i c h 
all other actions are measured, then true murality (according 
to arx) is dead. 
e observes that m 7 Tc9m
(then )Tj
"Tj
"'::".;::';"'
~ 
P 
i' !: 
nl! positive Y4 lilorality.lI-
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The overthrow of morally wrong conditions is seen as man's 
c tegorical imperative --- a right woral stan~ard. Brx also 
sees morality as a human invention. It is something Wllich is 
established by the common COilseut or all the members of society. 
These llloral standards arc implicitly uHiversal. No one who is 
ex loited Dr censored believes that exploitatio and censorship 
are morally right. Even those wilo are responsIble for the 
ex loiting and censoring believe they are morally wrong if they 
ar the people being exploited anti censored, 
a l' X can Ii 0 tad e qua tel y h arm 0 n i z e t Ii e ex 1 s tea ceo f t 11 e s e 
u n i v e r sal lil 0 r a 1 jl r inc i pIe s wit b I1 i S J,j{i t e l' i a lis tic W 0 rId vie \If • 
If the principles of morality have a uuiversal, objective 
ex i s ten c e, the nth e Y iJr e not t 11 e pro J u c t 0 f it U hi au i n v e n t ion bas e d 
upon a common consent. If the itChristian legislators" of the 
Censorship Edict follow a different staadard of Loralit 
does, then arx's morHI standards cannot be universal wilicn he 
says they are by virtue of common consent. 8 such, arx contra-
diets himself. 
Pirst it is not sufficient for ~arx to say that moral 
principles are human fabrications because they are socail conventions 
ag eed upon by the members of society. rile e are many things which 
have objecGive existence, whicJI are 110netlleless maintained as p rt of 
t e body of knowledge only by social convention. For example, 
til e 'lowledge of the Iliultiplicatiol1 t,.lbles allu the axioms of 
I I geometry is kept alive by society by passing the 
I 
information through 
lR 
I 
.J... ______________________ _ 
15 
z: 
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teaching successive generations. f a perSOll were raised iil an 
is lated society like that of the Yanomam~ it 1S likely that he would 
nev r have been taught the llluitiplication tables or the axioms of 
ge metry. The absence of the social conditions which preserve 
this knowledge does not uegate the existence of these natnral 
priuciples. Nor are the multiplication tables and axioms of 
ge metry ~uman inventions because the. knowledge of them is kept 
alive by society. 
The same is true of morals. oral standards are not huma 
inveutions simply because they are recognized and agreed upon y 
80 iety any more than the multiplication tables Bre a human inventi n 
because it is recoornized aao a,rreed o t~ UpOH by society. 
e con d I y, :,.1 a I' x a d ill its t li a t 8 0 ill e m 0 r alp l' inc i pIe s a l' e qua n -
tit tively better than others. At first it does not appear so, 
be use he believes that illoral principles are established by common 
con ent without regard to the "rightness or wrongness H of an 
action. closer analysis reveals that in the very act of chosing 
on set of mural principles as opposed to anotHer, t e members of 
societ:JI are adwitting the relative lilerit of certain woral values. 
a has chosen a set of priaciples wuien sees censorship an 
exploitation as morally wrong. This lilOI' lity is unrlelstood as 
being better than a moral system wnich would find no fault in 
ce sorsbip, exploitation or any other condition which is commonly 
f un reprehensible. 
his wei ing the merit of certain woral values is only 
compatiLle with an ahsolute standard of iliorality. 0 assessment 
I 
.J.. ________________________ _ 
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c n be made of the relative merit of a mural principle liuless an 
o jective moral principle exists. For example, two sculptors have 
e ch made a statue of a woman. "~n art critic is aSKed to judge 
which sculpture is better. It woula be impossible for him to make 
a-meaningful assessment unless there were some objec~ive standard 
by which to, measure tile works of art (presupposii1g realism in art 
If however, there was also present a beautiful model after whom 
both sculptors had fashioned their statues then the critic would 
have little trouble iu deciding which statue was better It would 
be whichever statue more closely resembled the model. 
he fact that lI:;arx chose one systell! of' Illorality over another 
a its the existence of an objective standard of lIJorality whicll 
bi morality more closely resembles than ~oes another moral system 
which ldarx may have rejected, 
The ylHlng i\larx's system of iJwrality implies the existence of 
an objective, universal, moral standara. This objective moral 
s a r dis inc 0 m pat i b 1 e wit 11 arx's atheistic world view in 
w!! eli ever hing must have an exclusively immanent. materialistic 
cause. 
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arx understood alienation as an inevitable companion to 
c pitalism. ;;hen he condemned the evils of capitalism be was 
doing the same for alienation since alienutiou was an essential 
feature in the social psychology of . .. 3 cap.ltal.lsJll. 
In "Money and Alienated Man", one of the 1844 manuscripts, 
arx drew connections between the alienating effects of money, 
credit. currency, and their use in a capitalist society. 
Throu this Lmone man regards his 
will. his activity, and his relationships to ot~ers as a 
power independent of himself aud 01' theip. instead of 
man himself being tile mediator for man. liis slavery thus 
reaches a clilliax. It is clear that this 
an ac Lual god. for the mediator is the 
that which he mediates to me. uis wors~ 
end in itselt, 
their value. 
art from this mediation, 
over 
an 
los e 
hlarx makes a logical error In jumping from money as a 
mediator in social relationships to money as a gud. oney itsel 
is not necessarily an alienating factor, ~ut the worship of money 
is idolatry in the Feuerbachian and. ./t'rultllliian sense, certain to 
cause a state of alienation, because it does cause man to lose 
t ouc with the true nature of his own essence and with the essence 
of reality. 
lienated Labor" Marx outlines four kinds of alienation 
wliichare caused by the exploits of capitalism. First the lllar et 
value of the products of labor stands ove t.i:1e man as more 
po e ful because of their dollar value. The products of In or 
hav a specific dollar value which is greater than the amhiguous 
value he personally has as a worker. 
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The object which labor produces 
sLands opposed to it as an I as a 
independent of the producer. he pro oct of a or 
is labor embodied and wade objective in a thing. It 
is the of labor. the realization 
of labor is its objectification. In the viewpoint 
of political economy this realization of labor appears 
as the ..!lim.!.!!!!l.!...!!.!! of tne worker, tue objecLification 
as the 0 0 and the 
appropriation 
Secondly. the actual process of labor may present a major 
objectification of a manls labor. For example. a worker on a 
factory assembly line monotonously repeats un insignificant 
task in relation to the whole production effort. l' e 1 haps he 
pI cas blots in plastic bags w~icb are used to assemble bicycles 
when they have Geen purchased. ~be man must work at the speed 
of the machine; there is no personal decision or activity in 
the process. The process causes alienation for thFee reasons: 
LFirsy labor is exterual to the laborer. The worker 
does not affirm llimself in his work, but denies himself, 
fee Ism i s era b I e and unit a [J p y, d eve lop s n 0 f r e e ph y sic a 1 anti 
mental energy but mortifies bis flesh and ruins his mind. 
[Secony His work is not voluntary, uut coerced, forced 
Its alien character is obvious from the fact that 
as soon as no physical or otuer pressure exists, labor is 
avoided like the plague. 
The t ird way the labor process "ay cause alienation is when 
lab l' is not his own baL another person's that in work he does 
not belong to himself but to soweone else. While he is at 
work, the laborer is not free to do as he pleases. He must work to 
meet is employers's expectations. 
arx's third type of alienation caused by the exploits of 
cap talism is when man is alienated frow other men as members of 
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the same species. roduction becomes a competition against the 
ot r workers instead of being a collaboration among colleagues. 
By degrading free spontaneous activity to the level 
of a means, alienated labor makes the species-life of a 
man a means of his physical existence. The consciousness 
w~ich man ha~ fro~.his species is alt~red. thr~ugh alienatioo. 
so that specIes-lIfe becomes a means for n~m, 
l"ourthly, a lUall becomes aliel1at'L~d flOW hililself. hen a 
rna as a laborer perceives himself treated as a eomlliodi 
val able only for the value of his products in the market, self-
estrangewent may result. karx follows a causal chain to t~e 
conclusion. 
The mutual separation of labor, capital, and real 
property as well as the separation from lahor, of capital 
from capital, of real property frow real property, nd 
finally the separation of labor from wages, of capital 
from profit, of profit from interest, and of real property 
frow rent makes self-alienation appear in the form of 
self-alienation as well as in the form of mntual alienation,8 
aptialism, then, is alienation for arx. The destruction 
of 0 new ill a Iso see the end 0 f t II e 0 t 11 e r . In tlle next chapter 
I discuss arx's proposal to rid society of lienation and why 
his solution will not work. 
CHAPT IV 
MARX I SOL U'f I O:N '1: ltL 1 ENA'1' ION 
Alienation, tben, is, for arx, sickness of man. 
It is nGt a new sickness, since it starts necessarily 
with the beginning of tbe dlvision of labor, that is, of 
civilization transcending primitive society; it is most 
strongly developed in the working class yet it is a 
sickness from which everybody suffers. The sickness 
can be cured only when it bas reacbed its peak~ only tbe 
totally alienated man can overcome the alienation --- he 
is forced to overcome his alienation since he cannot live 
as a totally alienated man and remain sane. ocialism 
is the answer; it is a society in which man becomes the 
conscious subject of bistory. experiences himself as tbe 
subject of bis powers and thus emancipat~s himself from 
the bondage to things and circumstances.~ 
arx's concept of alienation and its roots have been 
developed in the preceding chapter. Uis solution to the problem 
rests on the capacity of man to cbange his 0 n human essence by 
means of his own actions. 
arx!s main critique of Feuerbach!s solution to alienation 
(were man recognized bimself as the divine absolute by community 
actio) was that it lacked a historical view of man as tbe center 
of the dialectic. Marx considered Feuerbach!s antidote an ideal 
"ougbt" to be contemplated rather than a plan for action Which 
:J 
could be put concretely into practice.-
In (1845-4b), fuarx proposed revolution 
as the action by which alienated HAan can change his nature to 
set himself free. 
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It can only be accomplished by a uuion, universal 
because of the character of the proletariat itself, and 
througb which the power of social organization and of 
earlier modes of production and interaction is overthrown 
and the proletariat's universal character and energy for the 
act of appropriation is developed . ~ot until this stage 
is reached will self-activity coincide with w!terial life, 
will individuals become complete iuuividuals. 
The m 0 r alb en t 0 f the ear 1 y 101 a r x, w Ii i c H he i n h e :r i ted fro In 
Feuerbach, gives an ethical necessity to the idea of revolution 
as a solution. Couched in 1"ant! s termi!lology arx sees lithe 
i II! "J e I' a t i v e __ l! ______ _ 
is a degraded, enslaved, neglected contemptible being. n4 
When the communist society is fully established man will 
no longer be degraded, enslaved, or oppressed, because there will 
be no private property, DO class distiuctions. and no exploitation 
of wan by other man. In this state there will no longer be any 
conditions which produce alienation. 
The problem with Marx's solution is tuat there is no guarantee 
til t it is trOie until all the conditions bave been fully aClualized. 
Li 8wise, ther~ is no uarantee that even in this future society 
man would be free from all th~ forces which placed him in his 
a ienated state in the first place. 
For example, Marx basically links alienation to the capitalist 
economic system. If Marx!s solution is put into effect and 
capitalism is abolished, then it would seem that man ,should not 
ex erience alienation. arx does not cunsider the possibility 
th t his solution does not eliminate the thing~ which caused the 
exploitations of capitalism in the first place. Pride, by which 
Some tuen believe that they w.ere ilbetter" than all the 
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others, greed, and desire for power are three character traits 
which first led people into situations w~ere they could advance 
tileir own interests at the expense of t,fle less fav"red, exploited 
rna ses. The implementation of karx's predicted state would do 
nothing to arrest this type of thinking among members of the 
comwunity, though admittedly it way hinder these people because 
of the collective force of the coml!lunity, When Marx tries to 
ab lish capitalism with little consideration for the things 
which caused capitalism, it is like trying to fight symptoms 
without seeking to cure the disease which caused the symptoms. 
If there are factors other than economics which cause a man 
to be alienated, then Marx has not given a completely adequate 
solution. 
~ven if his comwunist society were implemented. the people 
living in it would still remember life as it was before t~e 
revolution. The same people who chose not to accept responsibility 
in a capitalist society would not want to accept the responsibility 
forced upon them by a communist society. Uthers may remember 
the pride and sense of uniqueness aud power which went along 
with owning private property. rhese people may view the 
objectifications of their own character in a communist society 
as less beneficial than the objectifications which were experienced 
in a captitalist society. Since Marx sees the family as an ag~nt 
of alienation, his revolution must abolish ,amily life as it is 
now known. any people will not want to give up the solidarity 
and community afforded" by the family. 
r 
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A second critique stews from a contradiction ill arx. Ii e 
te ehes that in the comlllu~list society man will no longer be 
alienated from other man, This is because the two major sources 
of alienation --- religion and capitalism --- will be abolished. 
Uuman relationships will be characterized by mutual edification 
respect t and fulfillment, rather than by exploitation con f lie t , 
an subordination. The problem is that ~arxls materialism teaches 
t t both the human sociality necessary for the comll;uuist society 
and the conflict of interest which sets wen in competition with 
one another are derived from the same source --- the uivision of 
labor, Social alienation in a capitalist society is basically 
ca sed when people are coerced by others. fhis coercion is base upon 
the differing interests held by different people. The different 
interests are caused by the division of labor and the ownership 
of private property. Therefore, the division of labor causes 
alienation. llowever, the division of labor also provides the 
so iality which is necessary to a communal society. i'bis cause of 
'" a ienation cannot be destroyed without the loss of human sociality.u 
A t h i :r d c r i t i lJ. U est e lil s fro mar x I s bel i e l' t hat for lJl 0 ret 11 an 
an other reason, the proletariat is alienated because it is exploited 
by the capitalists. If this is the cause for alienation among the 
p oletariat, what is the cause of the alienation experienced by 
t e bourgeoisie'? This is especially problematic if the capitalist 
is an atheist, because the man's alienation could not be blamed 
DU his projected religion. 
In 'fhe (1844), Marx writes, 
T 11 e p 0 sse s sin gel ass a n II the cIa s s 0 f t 11 e pro let Ii ria t. 
present pictures of the same buman self-estrangement. 
Uut the former class feels at bome in anJ confirmed b 
tUis self-estrangement as its special power, nu enjoys 
in it the semblance of human existence; the latter 
~ e e ~ s a ~ n i II i 1 ate din its est t' ~ n gem ~ n t. 1:1. n ~ g I i ill P s ~ 's i n 6 
1t Its Impotence and the realIty of an Innuman eXIstence. 
~arx does not explain why revolution must be in favor of 
th proletariat when the capitalist is quantitative y no less 
a ieuated than the proletarian. 
arx does not explain witat the differellce is between heino' b 
a ienated out not feeling completely "at home" (the capitalist 
a not being alienated at all. If tile definition of alienation 
re ts upon how an individual perceives the objectifications 
he experiences, and he perceives the objectifications as greater 
in value than the freedom he loses, then the capitalist is no~ 
alienated at all. 1, a r X 1'1 0 u I cI Ii a vet 0 a g r e e t 11 at the neg at i v e 
re ctions towards the objectifications are part of t~e definition, 
because his description of the alienated laborer includes the 
f ct that he feels miserable and unhappy, develops no free 
sical and mental £lne gy but l!lorLiJies his flesh and ruins his 
rui u, 7 
In summary, the solution which ;;,lal'x proposes for overcoming 
ali nation is completely inadequate for the jo~. J..';ven if the 
revolution brought about his ideal society, men would still be 
p ued by alienation. 
P AUrr rl''W 0 
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CHAPTER V 
ERICH FROMM 
This second part deals with some twentieth century con-
tributions to alienation theory made by men witb atheistic world 
views. The first of these, Erich Fromm, is a German-born psycbo-
analyst and member of the Frankfurt School. Fromm, borlll'owed 
heavily from both Marx and Freud in formulating his own psychology. 
These connections are discussed thoroughly in his book Bel:,2,!l~ t,t!~ 
Whereas Marx analyzed the problems of alienation from the 
way people in variouB social classes experience alienation Fromm 
analyzed alienation as a problem which affects society as a 
wh ole. Ue is best known for bis works in social psychology. In 
his book Th~ ~~!l~ ~~~i~il:' Fromm teaches tbat an entire society 
can be mentally ill, This sickness which plagues society ia none 
other than alienation. Elsewhere be writes, 
Precisely because alienation has reached a point where 
it borders on insanity in the whole industrialized world, 
undermining and destroying its religious~ spiritual, and 
political traditions and tbreatening general destruction 
tbrough nuclear war, wany are better able to see that 
Marx recognized the central issue of modern man's sickness; 
that he bad not only seen, as Feuerbacb and Kierkegaard 
had, this 'sickness' but that he had shown that contemporary 
idolatry is rooted in the contemporary mode of production 
and can be changed only by the complete cbange: of the 
economic-social co~stellation together with the spiritual 
liberation of wan. 
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Here he clearly identifies himself with Marx's analysis of 
alienation and Marx's proposed s~lution while he hints at the 
key point of his own theory of alienation --- the concept of 
idolatry. 
Again like Marx, he sees alienation as both an economic 
and a moral or psychological probl.m~ 
We come closer to the problem of alienation as a moral 
and a psychological problem if we consider statements which 
Marx made in these two respec~s. For Marx alienation 
corrupts and perverts ~ll human values. By making economic 
activities and other values inherent in them, like "gain, 
work~ thrift, and sobriety," the supreme value of life, man 
fails to develop tbe truly moral values of humanity, "tbe 
ricbes of a good conscio~s, of virtue, etc., but how can I 
be virtuous if I am oot alive and bow can I bave a good 
con sci en c e i f 1 a. not a war e.o faD y t hi 0 g '? I nag tat e 0 f 
alienation, each spbere of life. tbe economic aod moral. 
is independent from tbe other, "each is cODcentrated upon 
a specific area If alienated activity and is itself alienated 
from the other." 
Whether alienation is moral or economic, Froma sees idolatry 
as the fundamental cause. He does not see the advent of alienation 
in the division of labor like Marx does. Rather be thought that 
alienation has always been present since the beginnings of self-
awareness, whether in the days of ancient Israel, the feudal era, 
or the modern era. 3 
A, one who subscribes to tbe evolution of religions, FroDm. 
sees the step from polytheism ~o monotheism as an attempt to 
overcome alienation. 
Man spends his energy, his artistic capacities on 
building an idol. and then he worships this idol, which is 
nothing but the result of bis own effort, His life forces 
have flowed into a nthing,' and this Thing. having become 
an idol, is oot experienced as a result of his own productive 
effort, but as so~ethiag apart from himself, over and against 
f 
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himself~ which he worships and to which he submits ..• 
Idolatr!)us man bows down to thB work of his own hands. 14~ 
id~! ~~EK~~~~1~ h~ ~~~lil~ 1~££~~ i~ ~~ ~li~~~~~ 1~K~· 
This idolatry is not confined to a man!s religious beliefs 
(and thus as a cause of moral alienation only). Idolatry also 
causes economic alienation when Isau ictolizes the state and the 
production system. 
Regarding the worship of God, Fromm writes, 'every act of 
submissive worship is an act of~lienation and idolatry in this 
sense .11 5 
This alienation is similar td Feuerbach's idea of religious 
alienation. Man attributes his best character qualities tohis 
god; thus impoverishing himself. As a result. be must pray and 
ask his god to return some power to him. This i~ done whed~~h~ 
god "answers" prayer; the man has power strong enOlugh even to 
command! his god" 
If there is anything to be taken seriously in our pro-
fession of God p it is tOl recognize the fact that GOQ has 
become an idol. Not an idOll~of' wood or stone like the' 
ones our ancestors worsgipped, but an idol of words, 
phrases, and doctrines. 
Fro.a sees the family as an idol when man projects all his 
love, strength, and thought into the other person so that he 
himself becomes an inferiOlr being in his own sight. 
Ue bas projected all his richness into the other person, 
and experiences this richness not any more as something which 
is his, but as something alien:t;rom bi.self, deposited in 
somebody else, with which he can get in touch onlY7by 
submission to, or submergence in the other person. 
Likewise, "the leader and the state beCOlme idols when the 
individual proj~cts all his pow~rs into them and worships them, 
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boping to regain SOI1l~ of his ilowers by sublllllAssion and worship."B 
tried many different solutions t. alienation. Early in his $811-
awar'ness, ian tried to relieve alienation by becoming one with 
nature. is was done through the worship of nature. Or else 
,an tried to elilllllinate his self-consciousness through the use of 
intoxicating drugs. alcohol, or sexual orgies. Many people still 
try to escape from alienation by these lIIIleans. Eventually lIIIlanls 
worship of nature became an idolatry with figures of wood and 
stone to which man sacrificed his livestock and children. 
All this was so that the man would feel strong and secure in 
the power which the idol b~d~. Finall n realized t~at the 
.problem is solved ~only in moving forward, by developing f~lly 
. . 
his reason und love ~ by becoming fully haman and thusfindiuga 
new barmony with man and nature, feeling again at home in the world. ng 
One type of alienation which Froma addresses is alienation 
from nature. As human self-consciousness develops, man is 
involuntarily, yet necessarily, separated~f~oro nature. The process 
is ~automatic"10 and a process frdm whicb be cannot rid bimself. l1 
Elsewbere, .Fromm indicates th~tthe se'paration of !'lIlIAn from nature 
is brought about by human effort. The separation is the resnlt 
of man's mastery over nature. "Man inven~s tools and. wbile thus 
mastering nature. be separates himself from it more and mora. HIS 
Frommis solution to alienation from nature involves conscious 
action by which man "relates him~elf to nature, becoming one with 
ber. ul3 Through reason he can achieve a ~propel grasp of tbe 
10 ,,14 wo1" ., This solution, however, is only applicable if man 
bas alienated bimself from nature initially by his own effort. 
If the separation were "automatic" with the advent of self~~ 
consciousness, then there would be nO answer for~his type Df 
alienation. 
There is also an apparent contradiction in Fromm's solution 
when be suggests that the mastery of man ovet nature is an initial 
cause of the alienation, and that the alienation may be solved by 
man becoming one with nature. Man's beDomtn~ "one witb naiure" 
implies man's capacity,-to manipUlate --- an thus to master --~ 
nature. As such, man's ability to master nature is seen as both 
the c a use and the sol uti 0 n tot his ty;p,e of ali en a tiD n • 1 [) 
In another type of alienation, Ftom.'s doctrine closely 
resembles that of Marx. Fromm sees m.n's alienation from ~ociety 
as a re~ult of the socio-economic struc~rire in which he lives. More 
specifically, he states that the phenomenon of alienation is "the 
central issue of the effects of Capit.lism on personality~nl6 
This is to be overcome --- as Marx suggests --- only "by simultaneous 
.... -' 
change~ in the spbere of industrial and political otganization, of 
spititual and psychological orientation, of character structure, 
and of cultural activities."17 
Fromm also sees man as alienated from the labor process. While 
it only plays a minor part in Frommls writings on alienation, it is 
He asserts that work, though essentially 
Positive and desirable, has become an object of alienation. 1S 
Like Marx, he says that the work which men must pelform in modern 
society does not display man's freedom and creativity, The work 
is not meaningful to the man. It is something which is done 
only b~cause of the incentives . 19 of prestIge, power, and money. 
As such, "work has become alienated from the working 
wbile tbe worker "is alienated from the work be does. 021 
Fromm proposes identific~tion with a commuDity as the solution 
for people wbo are socially alienated. This would include people 
22 
like saints, intellect~als, Negroes~ and Jews. l'hese people 
J; I.~ 
arausually distinct from, and kept separate from the majority 
group. The type of community he proposes is one where each member 
is genuinely interested in the welfare of tile otlunrs" but 
wbere individuality is strictly retained. 
John Schaar says that F.romm offers no solution for the types 
') 3 
of alienation one experiences as a result ~f idolatry.k Tbis 
is a serious problem for Fzom., since most of bis &.lienation 
theory i~-buLlt upon tbe concept of idolatry. Ii aweve 1', f'r omm 
gives no concrete plan of action. Ac£~rding to his own standard, 
if a per's-on'is able to overcqIne alienation in every area except 
one, be will still be alienated. This is because all bis effort 
will be poured into one pursuit which begins to "possess~ him. 
Tbe man becdfu~s neurotii 1nhis obsession to overcome the last 
area of alienation. This cau~es tbe man to be a slave to his 
alienated passions and to lose all recognition of himself as a 
24 total person. 
CHAPTER VI 
JEAN-~AUL SARTR~ 
One of the moat influential pbilosophies of the twentieth 
century, existentialism, can be divided into religious and 
atheistic existentialisms. This chapter is concerned with how 
athei~tic existentialists deal with the pro~lem of alienation. 
While fieidegger, Jaspers, and others have made significant 
contributions to alienation theory. this chapter will deal 
primarily witb the contributions of Je aul Sar~re because 
o Marxist doctrine. 
One characteristic of all existentialist philosophy is the 
principle of subjectivity_ Keepi~g both the observiu~ self aod 
the t h,i 0 g t 0 b e Ii now n a s con sci 0 u s me d i a t (]I r s ,or sub j e c t s lis 
necessary to have true knowledge, This is done by conscious 
dec iii> i on' of the . knowing sub j e ct. Exi s ten t i ali s m rejects the 
attempt to know something by detaching oneself as an objective 
observer of an objective reality,1 
Existentialist human ontology is easily SUllimed in the three 
w (]\ r d sen ten c e ".e~x i s ten c e pre c e des e sse nee . QQ 
human nature wbich is basically unchauging. 
Mao does not have a 
lIe has a "human 
condition" which he can change through bis conscious decisions. 
Tbat ".xistence precedes essence" is the distinctive of the 
human conditiori is illustrated iu an example of a boose. 
~34= 
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A house has essence before existence. The architect has a plan 
in his mind which be makes into blue-prints long bef.re tbe house 
ever comes into existence. Just the opposite is true with man. 
Be e,ists. i.e. ~ lives, but big condition and essence are formed by 
tbe cobscious decisions be make~. M a nl I s e sse n ceo r con u i t ion i sin 
the life-long process of becoming thr~ugb the manls decisions. 
amly at death can an assessmetit of a person~s 
') 
condition be wade.~ 
When Ortega y Gasset saysv"¥an has no nature, what he 
has is history" or Heidegger or Sartre says that with man 
-existence pzecedes essence, tbey are not professing any form 
of bist~ti~ism; they are agreeing with Hegel and Vico tbat 
man ii arily wbat be dQes~ and b.s no substance or essence 
by wbicb 'he can intuitiveljr and. ansolutely be known and by 
whi~hhe is or should be determined . They are saying 
that is what he makes himself tooe in his deeds t.he existi 
individual becomes an ,cessence tOothe and tOo hims~1.f~ b 
it isan essence .h~cb be ~an o~n or reiudiatel to wbich be 
can rea eta fA d by W tll C h he 1 is n 0-1; < b 0 un d 
In addition to man's subjectivity and existence. existentialism 
stres~e~ human freedom. F~eedom is de1ined in the compatibil~st 
sense that it is compatible to say that a person is Mfree" when 
there are extraneous constraints which influence him to make one 
cboiceas opposed to another, Tbe presence or absence of extraneous 
factors has notbing to do with how free a person is. The 
lH»Dcompatibilist definition I{},f;~_&'i-eedolll says that it is incompatible 
to say tbat a person is free when th~re are extraneous factors 
influ~ncing tbe cboice be will make. Only in the absence of external 
influences may a decision be made "freely." 
For ~~ample, suppose a man goes to vote in tbe Presidential 
e 1 e c ti .on. H-e is largely und~cided ~~- to ~bicb candidate he will 
support. He is accompanied to the polling place by his wife. II is 
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wifsw a devoted Hepublican, has been tryiug to persuade him to 
vote for Reagan. Up to the last minute she extols the merits of 
her candidate. On,ly when the man enters to voting booth is he 
free from the external coustraining factors which seek to influence 
his .decision. He voted for Hea&an. The compatibilist definition 
of freedom would say tbat'tbe decision was made freely~ even 
tbougb his wife was a strong influence. because he could have easily 
voted for Mondale. Tbe noucompatibilist defiuition of freedom would 
say that bis decision was Dot made in true freedom, because the 
external influencing factors (his wife's opinion, and the risk of 
her anger at a vote for Mondale) were too strung for the man to 
have any alternative other than voting for bis wife's candidate 
An existentialist would say that the choice was inde~d made in 
freedom. 
Re~ponsibility is not the ·ought- that is associated with 
ethical systems with moral absolutes. In existentialism, a man's 
duty is only to fulfill whatever responsibility he chooses to take. 
The descriptive is normative. The amount of responsibility taken 
is the amount that the person ought to have. However much res-
ponsi!>ili a man chooses is not important. but his responsibility 
must extend to "the limits of his consciousness. n4 
Sartre's major contribution to alienation theory is his 
of 5 liere Sartre shows the influence 
of Marx upon his theory. The emergence of an individual's self-
objectification is seen as something alien and hostile. In 
6 !!!.i!!K ~!!!! !'i.~:!!'!U.:.!l~!!.£'~~' a m u c 11 ear 1 i e l' 'II 0 r k, Sa r t r e q sea r 1 y the 0 r y 
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of alienation showed the influeuce of liusserl and the emphasis 
of an individual's experience of himself as an object through 
the mediation of another individual. 
This objectification is an essentially positive phenomenon. 
Only through objectification can one develop his own individuality 
and personality.7 It is also a natural and necessary part of • 
person. 
I am not only subject (as I perceive myself) hut also 
object (as others perceive me). Their perception of me 
as object is as real as my perceptions of them as objects. 
The other person serves as a mirror througb which 1 per-
ceive that 1 am not merely subject" but also object. Here 
I experience myself as something ~other" I something "alien" 
to me in my slbjecLivity. In short, 1 experience "my 
a lie n -a t ion. II 
Sartre himself uses the mirror as an analogy of objectifica ions 
in his play No A woman in hell frantically searches for a 
mirror, but finds none. In desperation she admits that "when 
I can't see myself I begin to wonder if I really and truly exist. 109 
The objectifications are necessary because they are part of 
a person's ~ature as a whole person, yet not part of the person's 
real self --- which is subject. As such, there can be no "curen 
f th ' t f I' t' 10 . or 18 ypa 0 a lena 10n. 
Marx would agree that these objectifications can be positive, 
except when the self-objec~ificatioDs (the product of labor) and 
one's potentially self-obj~ctive activity ~the labor process) 
come UDder the control of another person. This is the negative 
t f th ' 1 ' t' 11 aapec· 0 lS a lena lon. However, Sartra believes that 
orthodox Marxism is simplistic in that it does not recognize 
_l ____________________ __ 
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alienation as a necessary condition. 
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Sartre disagrees with Marx because ~arx believed that alienation 
is caused by the presence of certain socioeconomic conditions 
which could be eliminated. Sartre considered alienation as 
necessary and inevitable because of the objectifications in a 
13 
men. world where there are other 
It would be a bit presumptuous to call Marx an existentialist. 
Dowever. many parts of Marx'. thought are comp~tible and even COll-
parable to ideas found in twentieth century existentialism. 'I' his 
may be partly due to the socialist leanings of Sartra and some of 
the other leading existentialists. 
In adhering to Feuarbachls "real humanism" J Marx committed 
himself to empiricism and existentialism. With0Feuerbaeb be 
held that genuine thought must be rooted in ~~en.u~uscon­
sciousness ll ~ l!sensihility",,, or "nature" which has a social 
dimensions in the red~tion of "man to man." Thus he gave 
priority to direct experience~ t. "immediacy" over agiinst 
derivative general ideas and abstractions. His existentialism 
appears in his emphasis on man and man's action as having an 
inescapably "subjective n dimension, as distinctly differing 
from a thing, object, or logical category Marx parti-
cularly warns against establishing Hsociety" as a~ abstraction 
over against the individual. The individual is a social being 
as the subjective, experienced existence of society. This 
aspect of Marx's thought, it has been noted, is distinctively 
"existentialist M b~caus~ ittpr~ser~e~ Msu~~ectivity" in 
necessary correlat:u))D wlth 'obJect1v1ty.'t 
The Marxian and existentialist concepts of human nature are 
also quite similar. One way of looking at alienation is to say that 
alienation occurs when a person's existence contradicts his 
essence. 
The thesis that alienation results when man~s existence 
contradicts his essence carries with it the implication that 
the actual character of real men is produced not by their 
hum an e sse nee a 1 (I neb utI' a the r by the i.!!i~£!.£:tt.2!l 0 f the i r 
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conditions of existence (. historical5factor) and their 
essence (an anthropol(llgical factor). 
Manis labor objectifies his essence. This is ~ cardinal 
sin in existentialist philosophy, Labor ssparates man's essence 
from his existence (his labor and other circumstances). thus 
causing alienation. Ubjectified human nature becomes bad for 
both Marx and the existentialists when it falls into the control 
of others» because it necessitates that mao would act in certain 
prescribed fashions over which the individual had no control. 
One fUfther area where Marxian doctrine is incompatible 
with existentialism is in the area of responsibility. 
There is no necessary connection between Sartrean 
ex i s ten t i ali sma n <l Mar xis ill , even when Mar xis mi s shorn of 
its economic determinism, ~arxism isacall to action of 
a specific sort, because that actiou is held to be right, 
and Sartrean existentialism --- at least it is tobe 
equated with the a r gum e n ts e t f 5! r t h. in Iii!!:.!!.! 
- - ~ ism 0 raIl y i ud iff ere II t . !!'~1!L&!.£. e i Ii! a ~S 
in ontologI6 and 'ontology itself cannot formulate ethical 
precepts.' 
Since Marx has certain ethical absolutes, certain actions 
are the responsibility of all men. The "categorical imperative" 
to overthrow all oppressive conditions is the main responsibility 
of man. If his~ory has an end goal. it could be made an eternal 
purpose (or categorical imperative) for all men, This would 
negate the freedom of the individual unless the man would ch.2..2.§!.£. 
to obey. Sartre argued that history does not have an end which 
can be made a categorical imperative. Uather, history has a 
meanipg which can be giveD DD the basis of individual freedom. 11 
Sartrean existentialism rejects both the kind of 
economic determinism which holds that certain choices are 
necessarily produced by the econuwic circumstances in 
which people find themselves dnd the psycbological determinism 
wbicb bolds that a certain choice necessarily follows from 
a given state of tbe unconscious, without regard to a person~B 
real intentions. Man is not compelled to be a slave either 
of his economic condition or of his passions; if he appears 
to be r~ther, in the Sartrean view, it is because he chooses 
to be. 
For Sartre, man is alienated only if be chuoses to be alienated. 
since his choices determine what his essence will be. lvlanls 
cboices can lead him to alienation in much the same way as man 
becomes alienAted in Marx's view. It begins when man sees his 
institutions and labor as objective from bimself. 
§ubjectivity, man put~ his essence into question, causingalienB,ct.ion. 
The objectified man further alienates himself .hen_h~ tries 
t~ convince bimself that he bas. acted freely in accordance with 
80me moral requirement. Man must act in quest of persoDa\ freed~m 
for its own sake. However, even those men who stri.ye to be most 
faithful to the idea of freesom can never, in Sartre1s opinion. 
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come to a complete self-fulfillment. For the Sartrean 
existentialist, alienation is both inevitable and incurable. 
CliAP'l'EU VII 
HERBERT MARCUSE 
Herbert hlarcuse~ anotber Frankfurt School psychologist 
who immigrated to .lmerica in the 1940 1 8 ~ sees the alienated man 
as a man who is "one-dimensional~ and not truly fulfilled. 
In his borrowing from B~~el. Marcuse sees the world as 
fundamentally alienated at the beginniag of the dialeetical 
process. 
D i ale c tic a I tho u Ii 1i t S tar t s wit e ex per i eo c e t hat 
the warid is unfree; that i to say, man and nature 
exist in. c.onditions of alieoa ion. exist as 'uther than 
they ar~. '. Any mDd~of th?u.~t wbich exclud~s this 
contradictIon from Its logIC IS a faulty logiC. 
He differs from Begei when H~gel posits the world as 
initially alienated from God the Absolute Spirit. Marcuse sees 
the initial alienation as self-estrangement because HegelPs 
2 
"Idea" was understood by Ma~cu~eto be the buman ~IO. 
Marcuse preserves one ~spect of R~~elian th~ught which is 
sometimes de mphasized by traditional left-wiog materialists. 
Lucio Colletti says that the wbole social function of Marcus~vs 
philosophy bas its roots in the theme of "the destruction of the 
. 3 
finite and the anniuilation of the world." This is the way by 
wbich Helel expressed the necessity of reconciling all reality 
to the infinite Absolute. For Helely if the finite continues to 
exist, then the infinite is not truly iofinite. 
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The infinite is one of the two Linfinite and 
finit!!..7; but as only one of the two is it itself finite, 
it is not the whole but only one sidej it has its limit 
in what stands over against it; it is thus tht finite 
infinite. There are present only two finites. 
Marcuse takes t&i8 idea out of Hegel's interpretive context 
and as~igns it'a8 the goal of the liberal~rauical revolution he 
espouses. 
Marcuse makes the Marxian distinction between true and false 
needs and says that if a socialist society were established, tben 
people would be free an~ happy because their true needs would 
be satisfied. This is in distinction to a capitalist society 
wbere the material needs of most of the people are wet. but 
wbere the people are also held captiv~ psychologically their 
. . 5 
dependence updn false consumerist needs. 
Un 1 ike M Ii r·x, Mar c use doe s n;[) t see ali e nat i on a s t b ere suI t 
of wage labor. commodity excha~gel o~ capitalism. It is not the 
social system which is evil. The evil is industry, technology. 
and scierr'ce --- not capital. but machinery. For Marx. the tran-
sition from capitalism to socialism is a political revolution 
in whicb tbe proletariat destroys the political apparatus of 
capitalism while retaining the technological apparatus. nut for 
Marcus~. the technological apparatus must be destroyed as well. 6 
Marcns~.s solution to alienation is similar to Marx's. 
First man must become conscious of his own alienation and recognize 
tbat it is abnormal. The normative condition for man is what he 
may become through his labor. The end goal is a society where 
manls one-dimensionality is annihilated and wbere bis labor is a 
meaos of his fulfillm,nt instead of his alienation. 
Labor in its true form is a medium for wani,s true 
self-fulfillment, for the full development of his poten-
tialities; the conscious utilization of tbe forces of 
nature should take place fo~ his satisfaction and enjoyment. 
In its current form, howeler, it cripples all human faculties 
and enjoios satisfaction. 
When man reaches this stage, he will experience the "state 
00 which the conditions and relations of his world !possess no 
essential objectivity independent of the individual, ,~!8 
Radi-cal-Marxist Lqcio l!o}letti says that Marcuse taught that 
whoever does not want exploitation anJ alienation must return "to 
patriarchal conditions of life, Dr even perhaps to feudalism.n9 
Be also says that this is an easy idea for the "abstract 
spiritualism" of bourgeois in~ellectuals like Marcuse. iO 
A more realistic interpretation of Marcuse shows that he 
presented the dark side of industrialism --- such that alienatio~ 
may exist even in a socialist ~ociety if it were highly industri_ 
I . ·d· 11 a lze . The goal of Marcusian revolutiou is a meta-technological 
society where there is a positive synthesis between cootrolled 
technical progre,s and human freedom from the constraints of 
technology. This new society must hold in balance the satisfaction 
of non-material needs with a bumane approach to labor and a 
12 
closeness to nature. 
Marcuse did well at explaining what needed to be changed in 
human society,but did less well in e~~laining what qualities of the 
present society should remain in revolutionary praxis. The 
objectives of the revolution were also v~guely defined. leaving 
open the potential for perpetual revol~tion.13 
This subordinates human rights to power and makes history 
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deterministic. Individuals become subject to tbe state. 14 
Tbis lack of alternative choices is tbe same characteristic 
as the single-dimensionality wbich he critiques because in such 
a state man still would not be free to use nature for bis own 
satisfaction and enjoyment. 
Marcuse also fails to show wbether the revolution should go 
in favor of social reality or psychic reality. The revolutionary 
dialectic ~f history is inevitable, but in which .i • .1 ~1rect1on sbould 
it proceed~~ Marcuse borrows beavily from Freud, who said that 
the psychic world is the fundamintal reality and that the external, 
social world is only a shadow of reality. He also borrowed from 
Marx who said that social conditions are the only true re~li .an 
is material, so the psyche is a shadow to real social conditions. 
If MarCUSB favors Marx!. social reality instead of ¥reud's psychic 
reality then basic psychological re~ressions go unabated. 
«Basic repression~ for Marcuse is biological and 
inescapable. whereas ~surplus repression" is the current 
historict~ or sociological domination unnecessarily added 
to this. 
If Marcuse's revolution followed social reality, then all 
the "~urplus repressions" involved in technological society would 
be abolished. The basic repressions which man suffers. which are 
essentially psychological. are left unaffected. This type of 
objectification keeps a person in his alienated staLe. 
If revolution seeks to end psychological alienation. then 
sDcip-economic alienation is left unscathed. Kither way. MarcusB 
does not offer a complete solutiull for alienation. 
PART THR~E 
SOME THEISTIC aPPROACHES TU ALIE~lTIUN 
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CHAPTGR VIII 
COMMUNITY 
A popuI.r type of theistic solution to ali~nation is the idea 
of "community," Though a type of community has been propos~d by 
some of the atheists previously examined~ comLlunity is greatly 
strengthened as an idea with the addition of God's eX1stence. 
ueligioue communities like the Old Order Amish. the Shakers, tlnd 
the Israeli kibbutz system have frequently worked better in actual 
practice than nonreligious communities like Hrook Farm, New Lanarck 
Mills, and New Harmony. Two contemporary theistic approacbes to 
community are found in the writings ·of Glenn Ti~der and Martin 
nuber. 
The popularity of community as an answer to alienation is 
widespread. ~hough the details of many of the tbeories differ in 
the actual plan of implemcntation w the general features of the 
theory remain tb~ same. Alienation is basically seen as the 
state of separation wbicll exists ~ecause of tbe objectifications of 
interpersonal and socail relationships. The cause of tuese 
objectifications varies according to each theorist. The end to 
alienation is effected when an alienated individual finds identity 
in a group wllieh helps him to define more clearly who he is. This 
is done by each member of the commuDity who strengtbeus the dignity 
I Rod significance of every o~her member of the group. or by ~treng­
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then ng the common dignitx and significance of the commuility as a 
whole, Because the people in the community suffer from common 
objectifications, they know how to recognize the objectificatiollB 
in the characters of the others. When the members of the community 
recognize the objectifications, they are better able to see beyond 
the objectifications to the "real person," Each person then 
helps the others to see their true selves. 
Some theorists of community approach the solution in the 
opposite direction. "Because I know what I am, I can apply this 
knowledge to other members of my community because they are 
basically just like I am.~ 
Glenn Tinder writes that alienation has ~ecome a problem of 
such magnitude that it just about characterizes maa man. 
Because man lives in a finite world, he experiences mucb alieoa lon 
in bis desire to transcend the finite world.
1 
This quest for 
infinity is important as manls motivation in o~ercoming alienation. 
Alienation is botb a social and an ontological problem for 
Tinder. "The truth that alienation is both social and ontological 
is comprehended only in the conception of a society which offers 
its members unity not simply with one another. but with the divine 
foundations of all worldly reality."2 
Because God's existence is seen as the root of all reality, 
dependence upon God is foundational to uuity with the rest of 
reality. This dependance is the source of the strengtb found in 
communal relationship; tbe significance of objectifications is 
diminisbed in comparison. 
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Our present historical experience reveals. if it is 
prop rly interpreted. tue dependence of community upon ,a 
sense of the Divine. Mass disintegration. the pat~ern of 
subtle estrangements which isolate men despite apparent 
fello~Bhip and order. is ?aused u~timately by th§ absence 
of this awareness of the Eternal In the present. 
Tinder's community is very simjlar to Plato's Republic. 
, . 
where the leaders of the state are ~ll spiritual men. though 
not necessarily committed to any particular areed. These men 
are spiritual in the sense that they are religious and lead 
society in religious or spiritual pursuits. 
By taking part in this community! be enjoys the solidarity 
of human relationships and divine blessings. 
Martin Buber v probably the beat knowD Jewish theol i i o~ 
sopher of this-c championed the princivle of subjectivity 
in his famous book I ~~~ !h~~, God aod man must be cOD~idered 
subjects with whom one interacts --- not subjects tb be acted upon. 
True community, for Hu~er, emerges out of the I-Thou relationship. 
"Only men who are capable of truly saying Thou to one another can 
truly say we with 4 one another." A group of people living in 
proximity only becQme community when the subjective borid has 
been made. 
Community rests not only on the right relation to the members 
of his group; it also demands an I-Thou recognition of the 
transcendence of God. 5 
Community is an effective solution to alienation because, in 
Buber's sigllt, its benefits outweigh the objectifications causing 
the alienation. For example, the Hebrew propbets were continually 
I 
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calltng f r alienatiou from the surrounding pagan nations. 
I 
The 
lense of sommuility within the Jewish nation was sufficient to 
countera the objectifications brought about by their separation 
from the est of the world. 
Duber distinguishes his community from bo~h individualism 
and collectivism, 
Individualism understands only a part of man. collectivism 
understands man only as a part: neither advances to the 
wholeness of man. Individaalism sees man only in relation 
to himself, but collectivism does not see man at all; it 
sees society. 
lIe sees individualism as being equal to capitalism and 
collectivism tantamount to Soviet Communism. He favored the full 
cooperation of a "commonity of commuuities n quite sim ar to the 
Israeli kibbutz syste~.7 
Any attempt at establishing community must be the action an 
desiTe of the general populace, because history has shown that 
every attempt to institutionalize group relations depersonalized 
the I-Thou relation of the true community. This is replaced by 
social relations. which. even if interpersonal, are objecLified 
to the realm of I~It.8 
The concept of community is a good solution for alienation, 
though it is not without its problems. liecause there are many 
variations in community theories, each variation has its own 
particulat strengths and weaknesses. A few general observations 
show that some commuuities serve well to meet the economic needs of 
its members. This is especially true of communities like the 
kibbutzim and various other communal religious grl'ups. Some 
communit ~B make their contribution in easing social alienatiolls. 
An exa of this would be ethnic churches in the United states. 
Korean immigraQts are minorities in the U.S .• but in a Korean 
church. social needs for sol~darity based upon comwon interests 
and bac grQund are met. The same is true to a larger extent in ethnic 
communities like Chinatown' or Little Ba¥ana. although these are 
I 
based upon ethnic, rather than religious grounds. 
One major problem with commuuity theories in general is that 
they cannot be applied on an individual level. In order to overcome 
various alienations, a person's efforts must be united with those 
of others who experience similar alienations. By its very definition, 
the members of a community can overcome alienation only by cODBensoal 
agreement. 
Depending upon the type of community, communities may belp 
alleviate social and economic al{enaiions. liowever, they are of 
minimal value in overcoming psychological alienations --- particularly 
self-estrangement. 
CHAP'l'NU IX 
HEGEL 
The philosophy of George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831) 
bas be&n used as the foundation for more widely varying philosophies 
tban has any other philosophy in the modern world. 
While glimpse, of Hegel's philosophy --- particularly his 
dialectical methodology --- have been given in previous chapters 
as foundational material, a tborough look at his contribution to 
alienation theory is needed. This treatment of Hegel bas been 
reserved for this third part because of bis tbeistic world view. 
In contrast to the atheists wbose theories of alienation have 
been examined in the first two parts of this study. Hegel was a 
Christian philosopher. 
He rejected those interpretations of his thought 
which put it into a pantheistic framework. He believed 
in a personal God whose spirit, the Holy Ghost of 
Christian doctrine, was at work shaping the destiny of man. l 
The dynamic of history is controlled by God. the Absolute 
Spirit Dr Idea. who causes history to unfold in the triadic 
dialectical pattern. Man becomes aD agent of the Ahsolute Spirit 
via the "cunning of reason" even as he is motivated by his 
individual goals 2 and desires. 
Hegel saw the world as initially alienated from God. The 
purpose of God's action in history is the restoration of bumanity 
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1 
I 
to its essence~ and thus~ to himself. liegel was a religious 
was rep e I led by the "i m po sed")) ") ins tit uti on a l~'» a ad 
-dogmatic" character of Christianity as it had been 
presented to him. Such Christianity in virtue of its 
positivity could only bea source of alienation ---
a religion for servile men. It was u far remove from 
the aim and essence of all true religion, namelyp buman 
morality and obedience to the moral law. This~ in 
Hegel's o~inion, was the only aim pursued in the 
religious teaching of Jesus who Uundertook to raise 
religion and virtue to morality and to restoreato 
morality the freedom which is its essence •..• " 
Hegel!s solution to alienatioo is comprehensive. It rests 
in the Absolute Spirit which is over all things. TIe shows that 
the Spirit gives freedom by following a developmental plan, 
Man is part nature and part, 'spirit, Human essence is spirit. 
Mao becomes more conscious of himself as be develops spiritually. 
As he becomes more conscious of himself. be learns what his essence 
is and is able to become himself. In man's becoming himself. he 
bee olm e s f r e e • 4 
This does not happen within a merely theistic system. Hegel!s 
antidote relies on the premises of Christianity. 
to Hegel, is the authentic religions expression of the unity 
of finite and infinite. nThe enslaving irreducibl~ transcendence 
of God is overcome in Christianity!s doctrines of the Son of God's 
incarnation, death, and resurrection and the lindwalling of tbe 
Spirit in the Church. n5 
In overcoming aliena~ion~ a person must first have a right 
relationship to the Christi~n God. Part of this relation is the 
recognition that every human action, while it is free, is a small 
,! J ______________________ ~1 
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piece in the overall plan of the Idea. Since Hegel~s concept 
of God as absolute and sovereign is so strong, it may be asked 
boW individual men could have personal significance. Hegel 
understood man as a significant beiog because he was created 
by God who is 
(} 
the absolute reality. 
Not only through his actions ~nd relationship with God 
must man seek deliverance from ~lienatiDn» but also in his 
relation to the state under which he lives. Not every state 
can aid man in being reconcilhd with the absolute. 'l'he state 
must strive to serve the total artistic, economic, political~ 
and moral needs of its citizenry. In short, the good state must 
~efeDd the universal rights of man. 
A state is then well constituted and "internally 
vigorous when the private interest of its citizens is 
one witb the com~on inte~est of the state. and the one 
finds gratification and rea~ization in the other --- a 
most important proposition. 
The state, which is aIDs a manifestation of the Absolute 
Spirit, is g~ided by the Spirit and serves to insure the freadout 
of man. 
Reason is a temple in which Truth and Freedom in 
God are presented to the conceptive faculty: the state, 
on the other hand, regulated by the selfsame Reason. is 
a temple of Human Freedom concerned with the perception 
and volition of a reality. whose purport may ~tself be 
called divine. Thus Freedom in the state is preserved 
and established by 1I.eligion .• , 'l'hus the discord .f;lienatiorJ' 
between thesinner lifeaf tbe beart and the a~tual world 
is removed, . 
Finally» the patriurchal state v or family, is another means 
to human self-f~lfillment. 
The Eat!.!!.!.!?.!!.!.! state is viewed, either in relation to the 
whole or to some branches (of the human family) as that 
:z 
I 
~ il 
Ii 
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condition which, together with the legal slgment. the 
moral and emotional find their fulfillment 
The family is viewed not as a group wbere each person projects 
all bis good features upon the others (Fromm). but as a single 
person in which each of tbe members voluntarily contributes bis 
individuality to tbe w~Dle. 
It is also important to note that Uegel believed tba~ ~the 
sacredness of tbe family relation should be respected in the 
highest by the Thi~ is part of tbe stateis respousibility 
to protect tbe rights and needs of its citizenry. 
In summary. man overcomes alienation through the recognition 
of bis place in tbe total plan of the absolute. In finuing bits 
place, man finds identity in bis labor. his God~ bis state, and 
bis family. whicb all have significance as manifestations of tbe 
Absolute Spilrit. 
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CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSION 
As I began to research the theories of alienation my 
intention was to create a uniquely Cllristiau solution to alienation 
basad upon a synthesis of the good features in the various solution. 
already proposed, As my study continued, 1 was impressed by 
what I saw in Hegalia writings. Thougb ~he left-wing interpretations 
of negel proposed by Marx. Brun~·Bauerl at , have received 
historical I I belie~e the theistic 
interpretation as given in the previotis chapter is warranted by 
the original texts. If this tbeistic inte retati~n is what Hege 
actually ha~ in mind then I cast my vote in favor f his Bolu ioa 
If this interpretation is one whicb Uege] would have repudiated, 
then I offer this proposal as an original solution. In this 
final chapter I present a contextualizatioD of Uegeing solution 
to alienation in the milieu of entie century evangelical 
Christianity. 
It is interesting to note that in 1835 Karl Marx postulated 
a unique solution to alienation which lie later came to reject. 
bis essay "The Union of the Faithful with Christ" he wrote. 
Thus this union with. Christ imports an inner exaltation. 
comfort in Buffering. calm trust p and a heart full of love 
for humankind. apen to everything noble. everything great, 
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not out of ambition but for the sake of Christ. Thus 
the union with Christ imparts a joyousness which the 
Epicurean in his- frivolons philosophy and the deep 
thinker in his arcane science have vainly tried to snatch 
at, but which the soul can attain only through its 
unrestrained and childlike Union with Christ and Gfd. 
which alone makes life more beautiful and exalted. 
Wbile Marx had recognition of this truth, he came to reject 
I 
it by the time he wrote the Economic and 
."",...====~~ 
nine years later. 
The most fundamental alienation is the state of separation 
from God. All men in their natural condition alt'e a.lienated 
from God because of sin, Godus purpose is to reconcile men to 
Himself1li.S an end to alienation.· He does this through Jesus 
Christ, the incarnation of God, who vicariou~ly died for men's 
sin,and rose again in history that men in history could be 
reconciled to God,2 ilOnee you were from God and were 
enemies in you~ minds becaus~ of your evil behavior. But now 
he has reconciled you by Christ!s physical body througb death to 
present you holy in his sight."3 
Salvation by faith in Christ is the way man is reconciled 
to God. but by itself it does not solve all of manis alienations. 
Unfortunately there are people who have appropriated this provision 
yet remain alienated from other members of the species or from 
themselves. 
Complete annihilation of alienation requires reconciliation 
with all of reality. This is why no atheistic answer to alienation 
can ever be completely successful --- they miss reconciliation 
of the fundamental reality, God, While atheism does not 
alienation, it certainly accentuates it. 
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None of the atheistic SolD~ions presented seeks to end the 
primary cause of alienation, which is sin. Many of the solutions 
attempt to arrest various specific evils such as exploitation. but 
none seeks to attack the root of the problem, Sin may be defined 
as the failure to act in ways harmonious with a preconceived 
standard of morality. Every man. regardless of ~is ethical system. 
fails to conform to his own standards. This is true whether the 
man is a moral absolutist or a mordl relativist. The guilt is 
only heightened when man is measured by the moral standard of the 
Absolute God. Because every man is a sinner, everyone is initially 
alienated. Sjnce alienation is an individual problem to begin 
with, only an individualistic solution is satisfactory. ODe of 
the problems with the solutions already presented is that all 
(except Hegel) depend upon sorue suit of consensus or group action . 
. l:1,egel's so ution has the practical advantage that it may be imple~ 
mented on ~ personal level. regardless of the actions of others. 
Once the gap between G~d and man is bridged. man mUst be 
reconciled to himself and then to others. Only when a person is 
free from self-estrangement can he end other areas of alienation 
in his life. Only when be bas a right peispective of himself can 
he have proper perceptions of others in the world around him. 
This process follows through the channels of family. state, labor. 
and other parts of mao's every day life. 
The alienated man should try to isolate the situations and 
c(mditions which cause him to be most alienated, When the causes 
are known, the solution is eusier to put into practice. 
Now when the family and other institutions are used as means 
I 
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to a fulfilled life, a person~s involvement must not become the 
idolatry against which Fromm warned. There is nothing on earth 
withwbieh man can fully identify himself without some measure 
of self~falsification. Personhood is distinct from every ot er 
thing which exists. As such it becomes dangerous for a person to 
iden ily himself with that which is not B person. This s on 
of/;1 a r x I s err () r s man is not tuntamount to his market val e 
or ~conomic status,4 The call is not Uto identify" with family, 
Iah,or state, etc" but to use them as instruments of 8e1f-1'01l-
fillIfH'Jnt, 
At the same time, the person seeking to overcome alienation 
mus~ not abuse the people around him. 'l'b~ ijlbuse of other 
only makes their struggles agai~st alienation more difficu 
it adds nothing to the abusetls fight against alienation. The 
correct" se R of interpersonal relationships is in the recognition 
of the dignity and value of buman lila. Along with this! t 
person seeking to overcome alienation should view every other 
per~oD as having as much personal significance and value as he 
himself When be sees his fellows as equals. be can ree gnize 
the good qualities in both himself and o~hers because his 
per P iODS of himself and others goes beyond market valu t the 
f t 11 et rue person. 
A person finds meaping in his family relations because 
love. Th s is a unique contribution of the family which ~ und 
no where else except in a person's relation to God. Love may be 
defined as a committment to a relationship involving the whole 
personality where one attempts to meet the true needs of the one 
being loved. A paraonla true needs are basically the need for 
salvation. the need for personal signi~icance. and the need for 
srcurity. When members of a family unit are committed to meeting 
I 
tbese needs in other family members, fulfillment is the result. 
Man may fiod meaning in his government not because be projects 
meaning into it, but hecause human governments have been given 
meaning by God, "everyone ought to obey the civil authorities. 
for all legitimate authority is derived from Uod's authority.w 5 
The chief responsibilities of civil authorities are to protect its 
citizenry who obey the law while puni~hing those who disobey. 
Becau~e civil governmeot exists only for the benefit and well-being 
of its people, only the state which truly fulfills tb~s responsi i]i 
can aid an individual in his struggle against alienation. This i8! 
dune when the government serves to protect buman freedom and to 
meet the economic, artistic, anO woral needs of its people. 
Man's labor and actions are importunt in abolishing alienation. 
Labor, like the state. is something to wbieb God has given meaning. 
The Bible emphasizes labor as a social function where the idea of 
s t e war d s hip i san 0 b leu n d e r t a Id n g for any per son,. , Any view of 
labor which neglects the concepts of service and stewardship is 
incomplete. 
Tinder writes. "alienated from what is beyond history, we 
find ourselves alienated from history as well ,,6 In overcoming 
self-estrangement. a person should recognize tbat he is a very 
special creation which God made in His own image. Because of this 
every person bas inherent value --- not just the attributed value 
of commodity exchange. In addition, every person bas the potential 
to make a significant cbange in the course of history. Every 
person does affect hiBtory simply by living in history. The 
purpose is to make a positive contribution to history -- not 
to "help" God Dr to usher in the Kingdom. It should be done as 
a celebration of individuality as God's crstition and as an act 
of worship. 
Finally, aesthetics and theoretical contemplation should 
both have part in man!s process of liberation. 
design" an aesthetic creature. This is one characteristic of his 
species-being. To ignore the role of aesthetics in human life 
is to have a human life which is not complete. Whether a person 
i versed in literatDr~ or mUBi~ally inclined is not impo ant 
becausB even a young child or an illiterate mendicant can appr 01 t 
a sunset or beautiful music. In a technologic~l society people 
often overlook the arts as being either useless" or for rich 
snobs" who do not have anytbing better to do with their time and 
mODey. Nothing could be further from the truth. While the arts 
must not be degraded ~D merely utilitarian or commercial purposes, 
they are not useless. Nor should class distinctions have anything 
to do with who may benefit from art. 
Likewise. theoretical contemplation has long been a meane 
of self-fulfillment. It is also chiefly responsible for most of 
the advances made in science and industry since time immemorial 
I'hilosophizing or meditating need not be shared .ith anyone elsB. 
yet it is something which has potential to benefit others. 
It is conceivable that a person could take an actual example 
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of an alienated person, examine the causes, and intellectually 
find a way for the man to overcome bis alienation according to 
tbe tbeory prs8ented in tbis cbapter. However. tbe best way to 
know tbe truth of this theory of alienation is to put it into 
practice in onels own situation. This admittedly sounds like 
Marx's test of validity. While Marx's ~otal theory and solution 
to alienation require worldwide conditions wbicb cannot b~ 
establisbed, tbe conditions required by this Christian approach 
to alienation are possible to create, even on an individual basis. 
In addition, the testimony of those for wbom this solution has 
worked is an indication of its veracity. 
fiere he is -~- the man who isno longer alone, He is above 
all else uoited with God in a rsonal relationship, He also 
f i 0 d s me an i n gin hi s f am i 1 y, s tate ~ 1 a b or, a est 11 e tic s , an din 
theoretical contemplation. 
longer alone, 
It is ~ossible for man to be no 
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